
Supply/Fabric Requirements
 �(1) 1/2 yard Pellon® Wonder Under 

Fusible Web (available at pileofabric.com)
 �90/14 topstitch needle
 �40wt cotton thread
 �1/4 yard of Kona Cotton in Jungle, Grass 

Green, Lime, and Sprout
 
Cutting the Fabric
Cut the following pieces from your fabric:
FROM SPROUT (COLOR 1)

 �(1) 5.75” x 11.5” piece
 �(1) 2” x 30” strip 

FROM LIME (COLOR 2)
 �(1) 5.5” x 16” piece
 �(1) 2” x 30” strip

FROM GRASS GREEN (COLOR 3)
 �(1) 4.25” x 9” piece
 �(1) 2” x 30” strip

FROM JUNGLE (COLOR 4)
 �(1) 2.5” x 10” piece
 �(1) 2” x 30” strip

RETRO BUD
QUILT BLOCK PATTERN 

BY ALYSSA LICHNER

Preparation
UNDERSTANDING THE PATTERN
This quilt block pattern includes 
instructions to create one 12” x 12” (finished 
size) Retro Bud Quilt Block using raw-
edge appliqué. All seam allowances are 1/4” 
unless otherwise specified and instructions 
for pressing will be mentioned in the steps. 

PREPARING YOUR FABRIC 
We strongly suggest starching and 
pressing your fabric with a hot iron before 
cutting. 

DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES & PDF
To download the block templates and PDF 
version of this pattern, log into to your Pile 
O’ Fabric account and go to: 
pileofabric.com/blogs/kona-cotton-club

PRINTING THE TEMPLATES
Print the pattern templates at 100% or 
Actual Size (do not scale or choose Fit to 
Page). After printing, measure the 1” guide 
box to be sure the templates are printed at 
the correct size.

Share Your Block!

Share your finished Retro Bud quilt block 
using hash tags #pileofabrickonaclub or 
#retrobudblock and tag us at @pileofabric.



(A) Place the 2” x 30”  Sprout (color 1) 
strip right sides together with the 2” x 
30” Lime (color 2) strip and pin or glue 
baste. With a 1/4” seam allowance, sew 
along the lengthwise edge of the strips. 
Finger press the seam open.

Place the 2” x 30” Grass Green (color 3) 
strip right sides together with the Lime 
(color 2) strip and pin or glue baste. With 
a 1/4” seam allowance, sew along the 
lengthwise edge of the strips. Finger 
press the seam open.

(A) Trace (4) Piece A templates onto a 5.75” x  11.5” 
piece of fusible web. Fuse the web to a 5.75” x  
11.5” piece of Sprout (color 1) fabric. Using a pair of 
fabric scissors, cut out all (4) Piece A.

(B) Trace (4) Piece B templates onto a 5.5” x 16” 
piece of fusible web. Fuse the web to a 5.5” x 16” 
piece of Lime (color 2) fabric. Using a pair of fabric 
scissors, cut out all (4) Piece B.

Sewing the Background Squares

Cutting out the Appliqué

STEP 1

STEP 2
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Place the 2” x 30” Jungle (color 4) strip 
right sides together with the Grass 
Green (color 3) strip and pin or glue 
baste. With a 1/4” seam allowance, sew 
along the lengthwise edge of the strips. 
Finger press the seam open. You should 
now have all four strips sewn together 
lengthwise in one unit, measuring 6.5” 
x 30”. 

Cut (4) 6.5” x 6.5” blocks from the strip 
unit, and discard the excess.

(C) Trace (4) Piece C templates 
onto a 4.25” x 9” piece of 
fusible web. Fuse the web to a 
4.25” x 9” piece of Grass Green 
(color 3) fabric. Using a pair of 
fabric scissors, cut out all (4) 
Piece C.

(D) Trace (4) Piece D & E 
templates onto a 2.5” x 10” 
piece of fusible web. Fuse the 
web to a 2.5” x 10” piece of 
Jungle (color 4) fabric. Using a 
pair of fabric scissors, cut out 
all (4) Pieces D & E.

Label the paper side of each 
appliqué piece with A, B, C, D, 
or E to help keep organized.



(A) Fold (1) 6.5” block 
in half diagonally both 
directions and finger 
press to mark a crease 
(shown with blue lines 
above). The strips should 
be horizontal, with Sprout 
(color 1) at the bottom.

(C) Peel the paper 
backing off of (1) Piece 
B and position it over 
the top of Piece A 
overlapping them 1/4” as 
shown above, using the 
creases as a guide for 
placement.

Fusing and Topstitching the AppliquéSTEP 3
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(B) Peel the paper 
backing off of (1) Piece A 
and position it on the 6.5” 
block as shown above, 
using the creases as a 
guide for placement.

(D) Peel the paper 
backing off of (1) Piece 
C and position it over 
the top of Piece B 
overlapping them 1/4” as 
shown above, using the 
creases as a guide for 
placement.

(E) Peel the paper 
backing off of (1) Piece 
D and position it over 
the top of Piece C 
overlapping them 1/4” as 
shown above, using the 
creases as a guide for 
placement.
Using a hot, dry iron and 
a pressing cloth, press the 
appliqué to fuse it into 
place.

(F) Using your favorite 
appliqué machine stitch, 
topstitch around the 
edges of Pieces A, B, C, 
and D. Pull the thread 
tails to the back, knot, 
and trim them.

Repeat Step 3A, B, 
C, D, E, and F for the 
remaining three 6.5” 
blocks.

DESIGNER SUGGESTION
“I find it helpful to use a That Purple Thing pointy tool 
to gently nudge the appliqué into position.” — Alyssa



ABOUT THE DESIGNER
ALYSSA LICHNER
Alyssa Lichner is a graphic designer turned avid 
sewist. She writes modern sewing tutorials and shares 
techniques and inspiration on her blog, Pile O’ Fabric. 
Pile O’ Fabric is also an online fabric, supply, and 
pattern shop for the modern sewist. 

PILEOFABRIC.COM

(A) Lay your blocks out as shown. Place the top two 
6.5” blocks right sides together and sew with 1/4” seam 
allowance. Press the seam to the right. Place the 
bottom two 6.5” blocks right sides together and sew 
with 1/4” seam allowance. Press the seam to the left.

Piecing the Blocks & Adding Piece ESTEP 4
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C
(C) Peel the paper backing off of each Piece 
E petal and position them in the center of 
the block as shown. Using a hot, dry iron and 
a pressing cloth, press the appliqué to fuse 
it into place. Using your favorite appliqué 
machine stitch, topstitch around the edges 
of each Piece E petal. Pull the thread tails to 
the back, knot, and trim them. You now have 
a completed 12” (finished) square Retro Bud 
Quilt Block. Save the quilt block and sew it 
together with the other Pile O’ Fabric Kona 
Club quilt blocks or make it into a quilt, bag, 
pillow sham, or whatever your heart desires!

(B) Sew both rows together 
with a 1/4” seam allowance, 
nesting the seams in the 
middle. Press the final seam 
open.



Retro Bud
Piece C

Cut (4) Grass Green

Retro Bud
Piece D

Cut (4) Jungle

Retro Bud
Piece B

Cut (4) Lime

Retro Bud
Piece A

Cut (4) Sprout

RETRO BUD
RAW-EDGE APPLIQUÉ 
TEMPLATES 
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Retro Bud
Piece E

Cut (4) Jungle
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